
Thinking in Pictures: Word List 

CATTLE 
cows or bulls kept on a 
ranch for meat or milk 

FRUIT 
a usually sweet food that 
grows on a tree or bush 

VEGETABLE 
a plant or plant part that is 
eaten as food 

RANCHER 
a person who lives or works 
on a ranch 

COMBINE 
machine that cuts crops & 
separates seeds from plant 

WHEAT 
grain used to make flour for 
breads, cookies, etc. 

HARVEST
the activity of gathering 
crops from the field

GARDEN 
area of ground where plants 
(ie. vegetables) are grown 

CATTLE CHUTE 
stall for holding cattle 
safely while they’re 
examined 

SOIL 
the top layer of earth in 
which plants grow 

WATER 
liquid that falls from clouds 
as rain, and forms ponds, 
streams, and lakes 

INSECTS 
small animal with 6 legs, 
body formed of 3 parts and 
may have wings 

WEATHER 
air and atmosphere at a 
particular time and place 

TRACTOR 
large vehicle that is used to 
pull farm equipment 

GRAIN 
the seeds of plants (ie. 
wheat, corn) used for food

CULTIVATE 
to prepare and use soil for 
growing plants  

LOGGING 
to cut down trees in an area 
for wood 

SHIPPING 
act or business of sending 
goods to people, stores 

LIVESTOCK 
farm animals kept, raised, 
and used by people 

SILO 
tower that is used to store 
grain for farm animals 

BARGE 
large boat with flat bottom 
used to carry goods on 
rivers and canals 
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ACRE 
measure of land area that 
equals 4,840 square yards 

PRUNING 
cutting off the branches of 
trees and bushes 

BISON 
large, hairy animal with a 
big head; also called buffalo  

FISHERY 
business that catches and 
sells fish 

FARMER’S 
MARKET market where
local farmers sell products 
directly to consumers. 

COTTON 
white fiber that grows on 
a plant; used to make cloth 

INVENTOR 
person who invents things 
for a living 

SEEDS 
part of a plant which can 
grow into a new plant 

VETERINARIAN 
person trained to give 
medical care to animals 

FEEDLOT 
area where livestock are fed 
or fattened up 

ORCHARD 
place where people grow 
fruit trees 

VACCINATION 
to give a vaccine to prevent 
infection by a disease 

DROUGHT 
long period of time with 
very little or no rain 

DAIRY 
a farm that raises cattle and 
produces milk 

GREENHOUSE 
building with glass 
walls/roof to grow plants in 

FIBER 
thin thread of natural or 
artificial material used to 
make cloth, paper, etc. 

HERD 
group of animals that live 
or are kept together 

MANURE 
solid waste from farm 
animals used to make soil 
better for growing plants 

MILK 
white liquid produced by 
cattle to feed their young 

IRRIGATION 
to supply land with water 
by using artificial means  

FARMER 
person who runs a farm 


